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WHY A BLACK CAUCUS?
by Dave Jammer
The black workers of SLAC feel that
representation for them, in most cases, is
inadequate for true and fair results,
therefore, it was decided by a number of
concerned black employees that some
form of collective selfrepresentation
would bring more positive and
satisfactory results to problems
encountered by most blacks here at
SLAC.
Along with representing or helping
blacks with valid and just complaints, the
Black Caucus is set up for ducational,
informative, investigative and mediative
purposes also.
We hope that everyone will recognize
the Black Caucus as a constructive and
vital aid here at SLAC, trying to better all
conditions of blacks, as well as other
minorities, so we as people can work
together with an understanding instead of
doubting each other.
All Black Caucus meetings are open to
everyone. Meetings are held at 12:00
Noon in the Orange Room the last
Thursday of every month,

What are the advantages of joining the
Stanford Federal Credit Union?
The best way to answer this is to relate
the question to a specific (if hypothetical)
Stanford employee and his needs.
Mr. John Smith works for Stanford, has
passed his probationary period and has a
good credit background. He has a relatively
low-paying job
$600 per month gross,
which reduces to about $475 net, after
taxes, medical insurance, etc. He’s able, by
careful budgeting, to just about make ends
meet on this income, and even saves about
$25 per month.
One day the old car he’s been using to
drive to work just dies. He’s had enough of
used cars and decides to buy a new car in
the $2000 price range. When tax, license
and a few options are added on, the total
price is $2325. The dealer informs Mr.
Smith that a $325 down payment is
required and that the rest can be financed
at 7 percent “add on” interest (a “true”
annual percentage rate of roughly 14
percent). Mr. Smith doesn’t have $325
easily available, and decides to see about
borrowing that from a local finance
company. He finds that he qualifies for the
loan, but the annual percentage rate there
is a whopping 28.8 percent, near the 30%
maximum California law allows on small
loans. Before taking action, he figures out
how much all this would cost him. The
finance company’s payments would be
$18 per month for 24 months in order to
borrow $325. The automobile dealer will
allow 36 months in order to pay the
balance; th monthly payments (including
$420 interest over three years) would be
about $67 per month. Thus for the first
two years, Mr. Smith would pay $85 per
month, and for the last year $67 per
month. I he total interest for both loans
would hr $517
fhis s ems like a ot for an i. conomy
—

Mr Smith decides o st t if h€ C an d
belter and talks to our of th fricndly bar
clerks at the Stanfo d ( rcdit Urnor s new
bocation 770 Pampas dane. He finds that
becaus hr ‘S a good risk he can borrow the
€nbire $2J25 at an ‘addon” interest rate
ofonl 52 (an annua pertentage rate of
fhd () his 36 equal monthly payinenrs
would be about $75 per month and th
total interest charge would he $363, $154
less than before’ (100 percent financing is
not automatic
down payment amounts
are dt ided upon b3 th credit
commit tee).
Mr. Smith found that there are other
advantages to borrowing at the Credit
truon. All borrossers reive free
automatic credit life insurance for the
amount of theboan, up to $1 0,000 (except

on mobile homes and real estate). This is an
extra-charge option at other lending
institutions and, in effect, adds a few
percent onto their annual percentage rate.
Also, monthly payments are automatically
deducted via payroll deduction, which
very convenient.
This illustration only deals with a new
car loan, but it turns out that the credit
union is a good place to borrow money in
general. For example, a recent survey done
by the credit union management showed
that the one percent per month (12
percent annual rate) the credit union
charges on unsecured personal loans is the
lowest for this type loan of any local
lending institution. We noted above that a
local finance company’s monthly
payments were $18 in order to borrow
$325 for 24 months. The same loan at the
credit union would only cost $15.31
monthly and would save a borrower over
$64 in interest!
What about the $25 per month Mr.
Smith is able to save? ‘What he has been
doing is to deposit the $25 in a passbook
account at the bank when he cashes his pay
check. It currently pays 4 percent interest,
compounded quarterly, but pays no
interest unless it amounts to a dollar or
more and assesses a fee if more than a
certain number of withdrawals are made
during any calendar quarter.
The credit union, on the other hand, is
currently paying 5½ percent per year,
compounded quarterly, with no penalties.
This is 37 per cent higher interest than
offered by the bank! The convenience of
payroll deductions as available here also
Savings accounts at the credit union are
now insured up to $20,000 by an agency of
the federal government. In addition, the
credit union provides free life insurance up
to $2000 for dcpositois, depending on the
ag or th member ann tat amount in his
account.
Thus it pass to bd rng to th ‘tanford
F derab Credt Unior becau’a loans
gene ally cos members I ‘ss and avings
acounts pay generally more han at other
lendng institutions.
How can the credit union d ttih? The
answer is, simply that t is a nonprofit,
i’c d r llychartercd rgaihation which
exist. solely to serve the borrowing and
saving needs of the Stanford community.
AccordS g to manager R. Dale Hanan,
the credit u lion tries to maintain a balance
between re urns to savers and equitable
loan rates. The credit union has a very
liberal policy towards lowincome
employees
precisely those who need
loans the most and find them the hardest
to obtain. Realizing that speed is often
important in processing a loan, he notes
“

“

(EDITOR’S NOTE: This short article
represents the views of members of the
Black Caucus, but does not necessarily
represent the opinions of other minority
workers at SLAC. The Black Caucus was
organized late in 1970 as a voluntary
organization of interested SLAC
employees).

that 80 percent are approved almost
immediately.
The credit union has just dropped
interest rates on new car loans and second
mortgage home loans from 1 percent per
month (12 percent annually) to 0,8
percent per month (9.6 percent annually).
The lowering of rates means that on a 36
month new car loan, the savings in interest
would amount to almost 4 percent of the
purchase price of the car.
1970 was a busy year at the credit
union. A total of 3056 loans were
approved in the amount of $4,158,000 for
an average loan of about $1360. During the
year, assets increased $88,000 to above the
$4 million dollar mark while membership
increased to almost 5,000.
We asked Dale Hanan about the future
what new developments are on the credit
union’s horizons? He said that currently in
the process of development is a new
financial service program, called the
Budget Assistance Program (BAP). This
will involve financial counselling and
budget bookkeeping assistance in order to
advise families how most efficiently to use
their incomes. An even more liberal loan
policy might be in effect for regular
participants as counselling indicates a loan
might be required for consolidation or
other purposes. Hanan hopes to implement
the program in about two months and
notes that lie has at beast four people on his
staff n )w who are quaSh d to a h as HAP
coun elbor
—

All SI AC emplo m s
I gibk to joir
tfe Stanford Fd ‘al Credit 1. liOO I or
Il()C nformation, ca I S 488 1 rot
FAt’
)
32 2100 exttnsioi 1887,
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OMBUDSMAN
AT SLAC
I)r. Ilerant Katchadourian. associate
professor of psychiatry and coordinator
of the psychiatrk residency program at
Stanford Medical School was appointed
Stanford’s first ombudsman on February
4, 1970. When the position was
C’ tablished,
th
description of the
ombudsman’s responsibilities stated that
he will work to ‘protect the rights of tht
S t a nford commu nity from injustice,
abuses and gross ineffkieney, from
unnecessary delay and complications in
the administration of the rules and
F e g ulations,
and from inconsistency,
unfairness, an esponsiveness, and
pnjudice in the individual’s experience
with University activities,,
he will
“receive, examine
and channel
omplaints and grievances of the
members of the Stanford community”
and try to secure “expeditious and
impartial redress,” The ombudsman may
act in response to complaints or initiate
action on his own. He may also refuse to
investigate a complaint if he deems it
inappropriate. “His power rests on his
reputation for fairness, objectivity, tact
and respectful concern for the well-being
of the University. His remedial weapons
are persuasion, or private or public
criticism,” When the ombudsman receives
a complaint, he asks both sides for an
explanation and may enlist technical
assistance if necessary. He reports his
findings to those concerned and suggests
remedies or improvements, He does not
hold formal hearings.
Dr. Katchadourian has set aside
Thursday afternoons from 2 to 4 p.m. to
serve the SLAC community. His first
“
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Holiday
Schedule

Prof. V.F. Weisskopf

Weisskopf On
Physics Crisis
High energy physics is in the midst of
a crisis, Professor Victor F. Weisskopf
reported in an evening address to 60
SLAC physicists in February.
Professor Weisskopf, Institute
Professor and Chairman of the
Dc partment of Physics at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is
the Chairman of the High Energy Physics
Advisory Panel (HEPAP) which met at
SLAC on February 12-13, 1971. HEPAP
acts as the top advisory committee to the
Atomic Energy Commission Division of
Research,
Weisskopf emphasized in his talk that
the crisis the high energy physics
community is facing is a fiscal crisis, not
an intellectual one, Fundamental
knowledge in the area is increasing at an
enormous rate. As an example, Weisskopf
noted that only ten years hae passed
since the first meson “resonances” (very
short-lived, unstable particles) were
discovered.
In Weisskopf’s opinion, there are two
causes for the present crisis. The years
1945-65 saw the rate of high energy
physics funding increasing by 15 to 20
percent per year. This phenomenal rate of
growth was probably too big and it was
only inevitable that it would slow down.
Unfortunately, the amount of real
support is now decreasing. Thus, one can
see the present crisis, to first
approximation at least, as resulting from
the inevitable slowdown in what was an
abnormally large growth rate.
The second cause of the crisis, in
Weisskopf’s view, is the current
anti-intellectual trend in America. This
trend has resulted in high energy physics
research funding being decreased in real
value by about five percent yearly. This
trend appeared because of science’s
relation to technology. Since there are
many visible abuses of technology, the
public holds science responsible for these
abuses. In addition, high energy physics
has no immediately foreseeable practical
applications.
The financial crisis extends beyond
just high energy physics to include
physics in general. Weisskopf presented
some approximate data on the
employment situation for PhD’s in
physics in 1970. During that year,
roughly 3200 people looked for jobs, of
which 1500 were “new” PhD’s. Of these,
2000 found jobs in physics in the United
States. Of the remaining 1200, 300 were
foreigners who left, 300 were Americans
who found jobs abroad, 300 found jobs
outside physics, and 300 remained
jobless. Thus, the unemployment rate
among PhD physicists was roughly ten
percent!
In addition to the crunch on
employment, the financial crisis has

Why Washington’s Birthday on
February 15? The new Federal law
regarding the observance of holidays,
which is in effect for the first time this
year, may have been the cause of some
consternation to SLAC employees. The
law, which establishes the 3rd Monday in
February as the date for observance of
Washington’s Birthday, was designed to
provide threecIay weekend advantages as
well as to allow all business and
government activities to be more easily
planned.
This law also effects the date on which
the next SLAC holiday, Memorial Day, is
observed. Commencing this year,
Memorial Day will be observed on the last
Monday in May. In the past if May 30th,
happened to be in the middle of the
week, three-day weekend advantages were
not availabie.
For your information, the balance of
the SLAC holiday schedule is:
May 31 (Monday)
Memorial Day
July 5 (Monday)
Independence Day
Sept. 6 (Monday)
Labor Day
Nov 25 (Thursday)
manksving Day
Friday after Thanksgiving Nov. 26(Friday)
Day before Christmas Dec. 23(Thursday)
Dec.24(Friday)
ChristmasDay
Dec. 31(Friday)
New Year’s Day
In planning the short work week phase
of Dr. Panofskv’s budget reduction plan,
every effort will be made to schedule
days off in conjunction with holiday
weekends, thereby making for even more
convenient long weekends for our
employees.
.
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Invoement Corps
Continued from Page 1
Sylvania, and at Levi Strauss Co., in San
Francisco.
The small group of SLACers which has
been looking into organizing a Task Force
has examined a number of areas which a
SLAC.based Task Force might support.
The group has decided to advocate
supporting an as-yet unspecified
corpsman who will work full-time with
the Stanford Mid-Peninsula Urban
Coalition, an organization devoted to
altering inequalities that exist in the area
of law and justice, housing, and
employment. The final decisions will be
made by those at SLAC who decide, after
theApril 29meeting,togetinvolved.
Al Keicher, of SLAC’s Accelerator
Operations Group, has been unofficial
Chairman of the interested SLAC group.
He urges all those who would like to get
involved in helping to solve the pressing
problems of our day to come to the April
29 meeting and see what the Involvement
Corps is all about. The presentation by
the Involvement Corps will be introduced
by SLAC’s Director, Dr. Panofsky.
nation’s high energy laboratories. As
examples, the Princeton-Pennsylvania
Accelerator is being shut down, while the
Cambridge Electron Accelerator has had
its program reduced. The situation, notes
Weisskopf, is such that Europe is
supporting high energy physics better
than the United States is.
What about the future? Weisskopf is
optimistic. He feels that 1972 will
perhaps be the worst year and then things
will begin to improve. Once the
anti-science trend has been reversed and
science is recognized as a fundamental
human urge, we should begin to emerge
from this crisis,
Professor Weisskopf, a fellow of the
American Physical Society, was Director
General of the European Center for
Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva
from 1961-1966 before being appointed
to his present position. He is the author
of numerous articles on

Vector Dominance Test
general the individual polarizations are in
random directions and the effect of this is
that the beam as a whole has no net
polarization. It is possible, however, to
produce photon beams with a net
po1azation (This isdone, forexample, by
SLAC’s Baekscattered Laser Facility).
Then the experimenter can obtain some
information about the photoproduction
process
he can measure two cross
sections, the cross section in which the
plon is produced in the plane
perpendicular to the net polarization
direction and also the cross section for
produced in a plane parallel to the
polarization direction. These data have
proved very important in the present
experiment.
order to test VDM, a Group B-Group
C-IBM collaboration (F’. Bulos, R.K.
Carnegie, (LE Fischer, EE. Kluge, D.
Jeith H.L. Lynch, B. Ratcliff, B. Richter,
H. Williams, and S. Williams. of SLAC, and
M. Beniston, of IBM) set up a wire spark
chamber spectrometer to study the
production and decay of rho mesens.
negative pion beam was transported
from a beryllium target in the Switchyard
into Building 403, downstream of the
82-inch bubble chamber. Upon entering
that building, the pions went through a
4Oinch liquid hydrogen target and rho
mesons were produced via the reaction:
j3 meson + proton
rho meson +
neutron.
The rho meson almost immediately
decays into a pair of pions of opposite
charge and these are “tracked” by a total
of seven spark chambers. The nature of rho
meson production is inferred by the
trajectories of the pions since the rho
doesn’t live long enough to be observed
itself. About 10,000 rhos were produced,
allowing the physicists to compute the
cross section for rho production as a
function of the momentum transferred in
the course of the collIsion. Also
determined were a number of “density
matrix elements,” mathematical quantities
are derived from observing the
topology of the decay of the rho meson
into the two pions.
The data were taken successfully the
equipment worked well
and a detailed
comparison was made with the previously
obtained photoproduction data. The
graphs illustrate the results. This
experiment is the first to provide
significant data in the low momentum
transfer region.
one graph, total cross section
—
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Bridge Club Active
The SLAC Bridge Club’s April 1
session was conducted under new and
successful rules of play. Eight pairs were
in attendance with the partnership of
Roger Gearhart and Larry Kral placing
first. Runner-up partnership was Glenn
Hughes and Finn Halbo, who won both
the February and March sessions.
The club is organized such that only
one member of a partnership need be an
employee or spouse of an employee of
SLAC, Stanford, or ABC. The club plays
under rules laid down by the American
Contract Bridge League, but is not
affiliated with any official body.
Therefore, “master points” are not issued
for winners, but rather cash prizes are
awarded to the four or five top pairs each
session. A 50c per player table fee
finances prizes.
Current officers are: Joe Cobb, Play
Director; Roger Gearhart, Treasurer;
Glenn Hughes, Publicity; Finn Halbo,
Secretary; and Dave Coward, New Board
Member.
At a meeting held January 13, the club
determined 1970’s top player. The honor
goes to Roger Gearhart of the
Experimental Facilities Department. A
very close second was Larry Kral of
Technical Planning,
The next bridge session is Thursday.
May 6 in SLAC’s Orange Room.

